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It’s Showtime!
By Bill Leebens | Issue 30
Spring is the time when a young man’s fancy turns to….audio shows?!?
In North America, anyway, this is the start of the show season. The Montreal show actually
precedes spring, as you’ll see in the snowy photos accompanying Larry Schenbeck’s show
report. Before you know it there’ll be Axpona, Munich, the LA Audio Show, the California
Audio Show, The Home Entertainment Show (THE Show), RMAF, TAVES (Toronto), the
Capital Audio Fest (CAF), New York…. and dozens more in Europe and Asia.
In North America alone there are periods where you could attend a show every weekend, and
worldwide, that trend extends for most of the year. That’s why old-timers often long for the
days when there were Winter and Summer CES, and not much more. While this may be a
bonanza for hungry audiophiles, you can imagine that it can be a strain on manufacturers and
distributors who must pick and choose where they exhibit. And pity the poor audio mags and
websites!
We at Copper certainly won’t hit them all, but we hope to see a few more during the course of
the year.
This issue we introduce two new contributors: first, Anne E. Johnson, an author, musicologist
and former contributor to Tower Records’ Pulse magazine who will be writing a regular
column on indie artists, ...And Indie For All; in addition, Anne will periodically contribute
record reviews to Something Old/Something New. Her reviews of Gregorian chant
recordings this issue will show that she can be tough—even to monks!
Our second new contributor is John Seetoo, a writer/editor/consultant/musician who will be
conducting interviews of musicians and audio industry folk, starting this issue with David
Chesky. David falls into both camps, and I think this interview will leave you impressed with
both David and John.
Professor Schenbeck pulls double duty this issue, with a column about an interesting period
in Schoenberg‘s life and a feature about his visit to the Montreal audio show. Dan Schwartz
brings us the pioneering minimalist synth work of Mother Mallard; Richard Murison writes
about imaginary numbers in the real world; Jay Jay French tells us about his experiences
pursuing perfection; our resident recordist Duncan Taylor introduces the intriguing music of
Rossonian; our second bass-player, Woody Woodward, talks shop about bop; and I write
about bad sound and vintage audio kits (no, the two aren’t connected. Usually).
High Society introduces the San Diego Music and Audio Guild, and Industry News brings
the latest doin’s of our wacky friends at Schiit, and data on record sales from the RIAA. Jim
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Smith and In My Room will return very soon. We wrap issue #30 with a striking Parting
Shot from Richard Murison, who proves he has good eyes as well as good ears.
Just a couple reminders: we’d love to help audio societies publicize their activities and
upcoming meetings. Let us know about what you’re doing, or write up a recent event—send it
and some clear pics to us via the email tab at the top of the page, and we’ll get you up on High
Society. Also: proud of your special system, and your room? Send us the details and pics, and
you might be featured in In My Room.
As always, thanks for reading, and for writing!
Cheers, Leebs.
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Schoenberg After Pierrot
By Lawrence Schenbeck | Issue 30

I haven’t said much so far about Arnold Schoenberg’s craft, i.e., how he pulled the notes out of
his hat. You’ll get some of that this time. It matters to musicians, who want to know just how
the magician worked his magic. To audiences, it doesn’t matter quite as much. We can concern
ourselves more with style, i.e., what the music sounds like and how it pulls our chains.
I’ve learned something about that from seeing how my undergrads responded when they first
encountered music by the Emancipator of Dissonance. Almost to a person, they would recall
that stock horror-movie scene in which an oddly curious young woman decides to see what’s up
with the bumping sound she hears coming from her gloomy, cobweb-choked basement.
Schoenberg apparently enabled several generations of film composers to do their best work
ever, at least in terms of Full-Out Creep. Or: he vastly extended musical language in order to
express areas of extreme human emotion and experience previously underserved. Such artistic
work became known as Expressionism. It’s an effect, not a technique.
Late in 1912 Schoenberg completed his Expressionist masterpiece Pierrot lunaire and
introduced it in Germany, Austria, and elsewhere. (Gershwin heard Pierrot at its New York
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premiere in 1923.) Then a funny thing happened.
He fell silent.
Not entirely silent, of course. But the upheavals and privations of the war years made it hard
for him to undertake major works, especially knowing that performances of whatever he wrote
would likely never take place.
Something else was going on too. Schoenberg had found the radical “atonal” language of
Pierrot lunaire difficult to create and sustain: Pierrot is a series of vignettes, each built around
a different generative idea. To assemble “melodies” and “harmonies” that suggested no tonal
centers, no chords, few of the structures that had governed Western music since the
Renaissance, was an arduous task with no clear guidelines. Like Philippe de Vitry in the 14th
century, Schoenberg needed new theory to enable new craft to help him to make quicker,
smarter decisions about his material.
In the course of the 1920s Schoenberg devised just such a method, now known as serial
technique or “12-tone theory.” Its principles were simple: the basis of every composition was at
least one row or series of all 12 notes of the chromatic scale arranged in a particular sequence.
The sequence could also be stated in reverse (retrograde), or upside-down (inverted), or in
retrograde inversion. Furthermore, its beginning pitch could be transposed to any note in the
chromatic scale. But the integrity of the sequence should be maintained, and no pitch should
be omitted or repeated. In this way Schoenberg maintained the character of motives drawn
from a row. And he didn’t have to work out the pitches for every chord or tune as they came
along!
Schoenberg developed this technique in a number of remarkable instrumental works modeled
on Classical forms: the Serenade op. 24, Piano Suite op. 25, Variations for orchestra op. 31,
and String Quartet No. 3 op. 30, among others. All utilized familiar formal patterns, rhythms,
and textures that somewhat offset the alien qualities of the pitch language.
Yet the work I’d recommend as an introduction to Schoenberg’s 12-tone music is Moses und
Aron, a sprawling, unfinished opera written between 1930 and ‘32 that received no staged
performances until the 1950’s. Why this? First, because it tells a story. You can hear how
perfectly Schoenberg’s radical music supports the churning emotions unleashed in this Old
Testament tale. Second, once you’ve experienced it you’ll better understand Schoenberg the
man. Moses und Aron is an allegory about aspiration, vocation, leadership, and human frailty.
Schoenberg—a religious man—saw his own work as a calling (Lat. vocare = to call); he deeply
identified with Moses, a visionary chosen by God as his prophet but also a man who lacked the
eloquence to sway crowds. He asks God for help, so God appoints Aaron as his spokesman.
Although Aaron’s tongue is silver (he’s a tenor!), he is all too ready to compromise, to lubricate
his message with “images” rather than the purer, plainer spiritual truth. It’s pretty clear where
Schoenberg’s sentiments lay. For an earlier work, he wrote these words:
You shall not make an image. For an image confines, limits, grasps what should remain
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limitless and unimaginable. . . . You shall not worship the little! You must believe in the spirit,
directly, without emotion, selflessly.
In Moses und Aron, Schoenberg speaks through Moses, who tells the Israelites that the One,
invisible, almighty, and unimaginable, requires no sacrifices from them—only their complete
devotion. Unable to comprehend such a god, the crowd responds derisively until Aaron
performs three “miracles”—sleight-of-hand that astounds and quiets the crowd. In Act 2, they
require that Aaron erect a golden calf, another image they can see and thus understand. His
accommodation of their shallow faith leads to an orgy of social destruction.
If I hadn’t been in Vienna years ago doing research by day and scoring cheap tickets to the
Staatsoper by night, I might never have understood M&A myself. But when I saw it presented
in a naturalistic staging (e.g., actors wearing Bronze Age bathrobes, the desert as a desert, the
Golden Calf as, well, a golden calf) with first-rate singers and the support of the Vienna
Philharmonic, I was hooked. Later I acquired Pierre Boulez’s DG recording and further
acquainted myself with M&A’s boldly drawn characters and sumptuous orchestral
accompaniments.
Since then I’ve made the acquaintance of Sylvain Cambreling’s more recent release (Hänssler
Classic 93.314; SACD), an account I found even more compelling, and slightly better recorded,
than Boulez’s. Here are two scenes that hint at the riches within this work. In Act 1, Scene 1,
the Burning Bush calls Moses to “Be God’s prophet!” brushing aside his protestations:
Moses: Only one, infinite, omnipresent, unperceived and inconceivable God.
Voice from the Burning Bush: Here lay your shoes aside. . . . You stand on ground that is holy.
Be God’s prophet!
Moses: God of my fathers . . . ask not thy servant to be thy prophet. I am old. I ask thee, let me
tend my sheep in silence.
Voice: You have seen your kindred enslaved, have known the truth, so you can do nothing else:
. . . set your people free!
In Act 2, Scene 3, worship of the Golden Calf leads to (as the libretto calls it) an Orgy of
Drunkenness and Dancing:

The complete Georg Solti performance above, is the best currently available on YouTube. Click
here for the (downloadable) libretto you’ll need, from the Hänssler SACD.
Two other strong works, from Schoenberg’s American years, offer additional perspectives on
his music. One is the 1942 Piano Concerto op. 42. Written when it began to look like the Allies
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might actually defeat Hitler, it’s almost light-hearted. Its single movement breaks down into
four sections: a waltz, a scherzo, a slow movement, and a rondo finale. Once again, Classic
forms lend form and familiarity to serial pitch language. Sort of.
Mitsuko Uchida’s disc with Boulez (Philips) is a useful collection; it includes other significant
solo piano works by Schoenberg and his pupils and acolytes Webern, and Berg. I also like an
older recording from Alfred Brendel:

Finally, the 1947 A Survivor from Warsaw op. 46, motivated by
a report of an occasion when Jews on their way to the gas chamber found courage in singing
the Sh’ma Yisrael, the command to love God, who is one lord. . . . The orchestral
accompaniment to the witness’s spoken narration illustrates a reality more horrible than
anything that Schoenberg could have imagined [earlier], and his original melody for the
Hebrew cantillation is an extraordinary concept, expressing a desperate tenacity that belongs
very much to its author. (O. W. Neighbour, New Grove 1980)
My reference recording is that of Claudio Abbado and the Vienna Philharmonic (DG, 1993). It is
recommendable for its visceral, supercharged playing and for DG’s vivid sound. The remainder
of the album consists of orchestral music by Anton Webern, well worth hearing.

The text, like that of M&A, is by the composer, based on accounts he obtained from several
survivors. As with Pierrot, the text is delivered in strict rhythms specified in the score. (It is not
quite the Sprechstimme of Pierrot, which also specifies approximate pitches.) A number of
other performances are available on YouTube; since the stumbling block for many first-time
listeners is this recited text, which can sound quite stilted, as an alternative I suggest Hermann
Prey’s for its naturalism.
Next time: American symphonists, including a whole other A. Schoenberg.
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Ducks In a Row
By Dan Schwartz | Issue 30

For about six months of my life, around the time of my 18th birthday, I played in a cover
band—six sets a night, and finished at 2 AM. The band’s “home base” was a club just inside the
boundary of Camden, NJ.
We sometimes would go to the Penn Queen diner after performing. One night early in 1975, I
loaded my bass into my Volvo 164, strapped in, turned the ignition, flipped on Diaspar (as
usual) and — I was, quite literally, transfixed; maybe the only time that ever happened. I didn’t
care about how tired I was, or about the smoke stench permeating my hair and clothes. I
remember that I drove to the diner, but mostly remember seeing the guys in the band looking
at me through the windows just sitting in my car (utterly “blissed out”, as the kids say)
listening to the music. The piece was announced, I called the station the next day to find out
what I could, and wrote a letter to the label.
A week later two copies of Mother Mallard’s Portable Masterpiece Company[1] arrived on
my doorstep with a nice note from group founder David Borden. Maybe I’ve been writing about
minimalism as an excuse to write about Mother Mallard. I dearly love the records, certainly as
much as the best Steve Reich — maybe more. It’s “minimal”, yes, in that it’s made up of small
repeated motifs, but it’s also rock and roll — at least my version of it. And unlike the other “Big
Three” (Riley, Reich and Glass), it’s primarily synthesizer music. In fact, as I was to discover,
they were the first synthesizer ensemble — they had their beginnings in the studio of the R.A.
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Moog Company.
The piece I heard that late night on Diaspar was “Ceres Motion”, by ensemble-member Steve
Drews. How can I describe it without using superlatives? Despite my enthusiasm for the other
composers, I had never heard anything quite like it: a word that comes to mind is shimmering
— the piece shimmers in place, but underneath is a rolling bass line that rocks prominently
back and forth on IV and I. And rocks. And rocks some more. In a field that has a lot of
propulsive music, this piece really hurtles forward.

They formed in late 1968, initially to perform music by the aforementioned, as well as by
Robert Ashley and John Cage (clearly they were very hit-oriented – not!), with the help of Bob
Moog. At first, their orientation was strictly live performance. In the book Analog Days[2],
founder Borden tells the story of what it was like to perform:
“Mother Mallard practiced their patch changes[3] in rehearsal: ‘We’d go into army drills.’ This
produced a remarkable scene: ‘We used to have rehearsals where we didn’t play any music, we
were just practicing the patching for the pieces… So we got it down to five minutes, five-toseven minutes between pieces.’ During the five-to-seven minute interval where Mother Mallard
would go through their silent patch-change choreography, they would show classic cartoons
from the thirties and forties. David recalls that for some, the cartoons may have been the best
part of the evening. ‘And I heard someone go out and say, ‘You know, it was worth it just to see
the cartoons.’ ‘ ”
On top of everything else I love about the group, they took themselves seriously but not
religiously so. They were hippies at heart with a good sense of humor about their name and
titles. (And cartoons, of course.)
A few months after discovering them, on a trip to northern New York state to decide if I wanted
to move there[4], my friend Pete and I spent a couple hours with Steve Drews in the studio at
their “shitty farmhouse” (his phrase) as he worked on the bass part of a piece for the 2nd album,
a composition called “Oleo Strut”[5]. It was from a version of the 2nd album that I still regard as
superior to the CD, made up of less and better music (same with the first record). The added
tunes on the CD are interesting, but I think they got it right out of the gate.
For instance, Drews’ piece “Train”, from the first album, perfectly captures my experience of
lying with a girlfriend on the banks of the Delaware late at night when I was a teen, hearing a
train going slowly by on the opposite bank of the river. The second record’s Borden-composed
C-A-G-E Part II is the composer’s major recorded piece of the time, emphasizing the title
pitches as a motif against the dense textures that only thin out, incredibly dramatically, close to
the end.
Years later, I was surprised to discover, when I worked with Jon Hassell, that he had on
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occasion been on a bill with Borden. As the 50th anniversary approaches, Borden is active as a
composer, and still on occasion performs under the name Mother Mallard. Drews has been
active for many, many years, engaged in his second act as a photographer.
I feel very, very fortunate to have stumbled on their music late that night. It’s shaped my path.
Next: the final installment, a modern minimalist.
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[1] Mother Mallard’s Portable Masterpiece Co., Cuneiform Records Rune 109
[2] Trevor Pinch and Frank Trocco, Analog Days, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
2002
[3] The changing of interconnections and settings of the modules
[4] I didn’t! I ended up in southern California 3 months later. It was the last weekend of April,
and still the trees had no leaves.
[5] Like A Duck To Water, Cuneiform Records Rune 147
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Bad Sound
By Bill Leebens | Issue 30

…is in the ears of the beholder.
I chose the image above because for me, the worst kind of bad sound is that which has a
massive amount of harmonic distortion. The result is high notes that bring to mind shattering
glass, and lows that become an atonal thrum like the sound of a distant generator. Such sound
is not only amusical, it’s unreal. It’s like you played your favorite music at the same time you
cranked up a signal generator. —Well, not quite: harmonic distortion is at least related to the
original signal, while that signal generator would be independent of your music.
For me—and perhaps only for me—it’s much easier to live with sins of omission, rather than
sins of commission. I’ve frequently had speakers that didn’t reproduce low bass; as long as the
bass that’s there is well-defined and undistorted, I can live with it. It’s obvious to me that I’m
missing something, but I’d rather have that than overbearing, monotonic bass, like y0u used to
hear vibrating the trunk lids of Donk Impalas (is it possible that car stereo has improved more
than home stereo? There’s a scary thought).
Closer to home, think of that friend who bought the $300 home theater in a box set-up and
proudly wanted to demonstrate to you just how awesome Master and Commander sounded
over it. Tiny woofers trying to escape their surrounds, tweeters close to flaming out: exactly
what I don’t want. Nor do I want the complication of telling a friend that their gear is
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unlistenable, but that’s another matter.
A lot of bad sound is caused by pairing components that just don’t go together, like 2-watt SET
amps and massively inefficient speakers. Think of a FIAT 500 forced to pull a U-Haul trailer
filled with a collection of bowling balls: something bad is bound to happen.
I encountered my own personal standard of bad sound early on. A family friend was proudly
demonstrating his Belle Klipsches driven by a ’70’s Kenwood solid-state integrated amp. I know
there were decent Kenwood amps, so don’t take this as a wholesale dismissal of that pile of
silver stuff you have in your garage—but this particular pairing was horrific. I did notice that
the proud owner rarely even finished playing a cut, jumping from record to record as though
maybe the next one would set things right. My fellow teen audiophile and I had to fight the
urge to sprint from the room, while simultaneously forcing ourselves to make vague comments
like, “MAN—that’s REALLY SOMETHING!!”
The something that it was, was as strident and screechy as a roomful for first-year violin
students, as shudder-inducing as a bunch of drunks crunching on ice cubes (again: maybe
that’s just me).Ever since that afternoon, forty-five years ago, I’ve been apprehensively
sensitive to possible equipment mismatches. Don’t think that only newbies make these
mistakes—some of the worst mismatches I’ve heard have been an audio shows, committed by
supposed professionals. Oddly enough, the worst mismatches are often committed in the
biggest rooms; sometimes, the mismatch of speaker size to room size is enough to make me
pivot-turn as soon as I step into the room.
The most common show error is the use of way too large a speaker for the room: those are the
rooms whose walls you can hear vibrating, a floor away (often with that same damn Master
and Commander!). The too-small speaker is relatively innocuous in comparison—until the
speaker is badly overdriven, anyway.
I’m curious to find out what others consider to be particularly heinous in the world of bad
sound. Let me know, will you?
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The Final Frontier
By Richard Murison | Issue 30

Consider for a moment the Fourier Transform, which I discussed back in Copper # 18. Hands
up if you think they’re tough to understand! I want to open your eyes to the world of magic
that lies behind it, where the Fourier Transform itself is but one single – but very productive –
play in the grand game of transform mathematics.
This column is going to kick off with Imaginary Numbers, and get steadily more head-splitting
from there. If you’re up for the ride, good for you! If not, this would be a good place to get off.
Imaginary numbers is the term given to the mathematical representation of conceptual
quantities which are square roots of negative numbers. In the real world we only see real
numbers. Count the number of spoons in your cutlery drawer, and the answer will always be a
real number. There are no real numbers which, when squared, result in a negative number.
However, both mathematicians and engineers have long realized that square roots of negative
numbers – the so-called ‘Imaginary’ numbers – actually have a fundamentally important
relationship with the real world. We can think of all numbers as comprising a juxtaposition of
two parts, a Real part and an Imaginary part. We refer to such numbers as Complex numbers.
For all quantities that we encounter in our everyday lives – like the number of spoons in the
cutlery drawer – the Imaginary parts of those numbers are all zero. We therefore describe
them as purely Real numbers. But mathematically speaking, pretty much everything that we
can do with Real numbers can also be done with Complex numbers.
So now we dive back into the Fourier Transform. An audio signal, mathematically speaking, is
a Real function of time. By this, we mean that the signal itself describes the evolution of a
certain property with time. It can be air pressure, it can be an electrical voltage, but whatever
it is the key thing here is that it varies with time. And both the thing we are describing (the
voltage, or whatever), and time itself, are Real quantities in the sense that neither have an
Imaginary component. Now, we all understand that a Fourier Transform takes this data and
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converts it into a different representation, one which is a function of frequency. That is to say,
the transformed signal now describes the relationship of a different property with frequency.
Let’s take a closer look at that property.
Like time, frequency itself is purely Real. Just as there is no such thing as Imaginary time
(although I have worked for bosses who were not always clear on that concept), there is no
such thing as Imaginary frequency. However, in our Fourier Transform, the property of
frequency that the transform has spat out is actually a Complex number. That is to say it has
both Real and Imaginary parts. This is our first opportunity to deal with Complex numbers …
so how are we to interpret them? In this case, the answer turns out to be quite simple.
Complex numbers can be rearranged so that instead of having Real and Imaginary parts, they
have a Magnitude and a Phase Angle. If we do this, the Magnitude of the property can be seen
to represent the amount of that frequency present in the original signal, and its Phase Angle
represents the phase of that frequency component. Usually when we deal with Fourier
Transforms we ignore the phase and just display the magnitude – which is a Real number – so
the Complex number aspect ends up hidden from view.
I wrote above that, like time, frequency is purely Real. But the transform itself is not
constrained to working with purely real bases. After all, it did spit out a bunch of Complex
numbers. In the equations governing the Fourier Transform we can easily replace the Real
numbers which correspond to frequency with Complex numbers. This modified transform is
normally referred to as a ‘z-Transform’, and it turns out to be even more fundamental than the
Fourier Transform. Indeed, the Fourier Transform is but a subset of the z-Transform. Where
the Fourier Transform’s output is in frequency space, the z-Transform’s output is in an
expanded version of frequency space called z-space.
It turns out that z-space is a magical kingdom in which wonderful things happen. We can
design almost any signal processing operation imaginable in z-space. In particular we can
design filters that have all but limitless properties. But there’s a catch. Having designed a
filter in z-space, it doesn’t tell us how to implement it in the real world. Only a certain highly
specialized set of properties appear in both z-space and in the real world, and so we can only
design real-world filters which are based on those specialized properties. Even so, z-space
really is a magic kingdom inhabited by wizards who design signal processing algorithms.
At this point, you can think of Fourier Transform space (or Fourier Space) as a place where
advanced amateurs like me – and maybe you too – can feel comfortable. z-Space then can be
thought of as a place where only serious professionals will really feel at home. So, extending
that metaphor, where might the real bad-@ss, serious-sh^t, PhD-and-bar experts hang out?
Our Final Frontier, if you like … ?
Let’s go back to that notion of time, like frequency, being purely real. A couple of paragraphs
up I replaced the Real frequency number with a Complex number and ended up in z-space.
Can I do the same thing with the Real ‘time’ number, and replace it with a Complex number?
What happens then? Well … something quite unexpected happens.
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If you have got this far you have probably heard of Einstein’s concept of Space-Time, where
space and time are melded into one entity, and all the weird stuff we observe in the universe,
but couldn’t account for, seems to drop straight out into our laps. Well that’s what happens
here. It turns out that both time and frequency are in fact one single entity called TimeFrequency. They’re not independent at all. In fact, we can view the Time-Frequency domain
as a Complex number space, where the Real part is Time-like, and the Imaginary part is
Frequency-like.
An ‘Argand’ Diagram is commonly used to represent Complex numbers. It’s an x-y plot with
the Real part on the x-axis and Imaginary part on the y-axis. On the Argand Diagram, the timebased view of our music signal – the one we started out with – lives at the 3 o’clock position,
along the x-axis. The frequency-based view – the Fourier Transform – lives along the y-axis at
the 12 o’clock position. From this perspective, the Fourier Transform can be seen as a rotation
by 90 degrees counter-clockwise. A further rotation of 90 degrees takes us to the 9 o’clock
position which turns out to represent a time-reversed version of the original music signal, and a
further 90 degree rotation to the 6 o’clock position actually corresponds to the inverse Fourier
Transform.
This place we have arrived at has several names, and is actually at the very forefront of pure
research into signal processing. It is mind-blowingly difficult to master, and I would say that
those who are able to do so probably already enjoy an international reputation in their fields,
and sport long beards. I for one am so not among them. In the signal-processing field the most
commonly used terminology is Fractional Fourier Transform (FrFT, or FRFT). This is because,
understanding the picture in the terms I just described, it becomes possible to design
transformations which transform the signal into some intermediate position in the TimeFrequency domain, where the datum is neither one thing nor the other. In other words, a
rotation of some arbitrary angle somewhere between zero and 90 degrees, hence the term
‘Fractional’ Fourier Transform.
This really is the cutting edge. Researchers are only just beginning to uncover what can be
done using these theorems and representations. For example, I have read (but am sadly
unable to fully comprehend) a paper claiming to show how FRFT can be used to design
mathematically perfect sample rate conversion algorithms, something that practically escapes
the current state-of-the-art. Furthermore, FRFT shows that the Shannon-Nyquist sampling
theory is but a specific case of a more general theory by which sampling is not just constrained
to be band-limited in the frequency domain, but in a more complex sense in the entire TimeFrequency domain. There are, I imagine, things one can do with such knowledge!
So … hands up if you thought Fourier Transforms were tough!
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Chasing the Dragon
By Jay Jay French | Issue 30

How owning an audio system is like “Chasing the
Dragon”
A old friend of mine became a gambling addict. His thing was Off Track Betting. He is
extremely intelligent and while we were growing up never showed any signs of a personality
disorder, let alone a gambling addiction.
One day i asked him how it started. He said “Well, I was hanging out with A friend of mine one
beautiful spring day as he went to the local OTB and, as he was placing a bet, suggested that I
put down 10 dollars on a horse. I had never bet a day in my life. I didn’t know how to fill out
the slip and, more importantly (or so I thought) knew nothing about the horses running. He just
told me to bet on the horse that he was betting on”’
He did.
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The horse won.
And my old friend, on that beautiful spring day, won a couple of hundred dollars. Adrenaline
pumped through veins. He thought that, somehow, his instincts were incredible and that it
would lead to bigger and bigger wins.
The next day he went back to OTB.
He lost $300.00.
He then spent the next 30 years and $50,000 trying to get that $300 back…
My friend was Chasing the Dragon.
That is how I sometimes feel about my obsession with my audio system.
I think it is safe to say that to most readers of this magazine the love of music preceded any
knowledge of “audio”.
I was 11 when my mother gave me a table top radio to listen to when I was home from school
for three weeks in February 1963. I turned the dial until I came upon the number one radio
station in America at that time: 77 WABC.
The number one song in the country that week was “Hey Paula”. The top twenty (actually, the
top 10) was played over and over and that is when my addiction to pop music happened. I spent
the following summer of 1963 listening to all the hits over a transistor radio that my dad gave
me.
A transistor radio with a 1’ speaker.
A tinny, crappy, battery powered transistor radio.
But the songs…ah..the songs like “One Fine Day” by the Chiffons, “So Much In Love” by the
Tymes, songs by The Beach Boys, The Surfaris, Jan & Dean and Little Stevie Wonder’s “Finger
Tips part 2”.
All that and more, streaming out of a piece of crap transistor radio, and y’know what? It was
fantastic. I fell in love with all of it.
Then, 9 months later, The Beatles hit the US with the force of a category 5 hurricane.
My parents bought me my first album Meet The Beatles and with it, a Westinghouse stereo
record player with built in speakers.
Wow…
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What a difference that made. I never heard music like that.
Ever.
And so it began.
Next came a Zenith record player with removable stereo speakers so you could spread out the
sound.
But that wasn’t enough. I wanted more. I wanted bigger. I wanted better.
And the music….well, there was great music still to come but I could no longer listen to it from
a transistor radio.
I was hooked on better audio. Listening would or could ever be the same again.
The way high end audio is marketed, it appeals to all of us who want to get closer to the music.
To be fair, the best products do just that.
I can’t say that we get to the Absolute Sound as defined in that magazine as the “sound of an
acoustic instrument in real space” that almost all audiophiles can reference because that is a
myth. It is impossible simply because a performance is recorded.
What we strive for is to get closer to how the music sounds when it is played back in the studio
where it was recorded or mixed. That’s as close as anyone can get. If it ain’t on the tape, no
amount of money will get you closer. But, along the way, some of us just get lost in the hype
and technology.
Would money actually allow me to buy audio gear that would give me the thrill and magic of
hearing what I heard when I was 11, through that radio, come back? For years, I thought it
could.
The more I spent, the closer I got (for short bursts) until I realized that I was no longer
listening to the music. I was listening to my audio equipment.
I really thought that my audio (now High end audio) addiction was somehow justified by that
journey.
One day I realized that all I was doing was an audio version of chasing the dragon.
As time went on, however, and without intervention or therapy, I reached bottom.
I had to remind myself that If a song was great, it was great because the song was great, not
the audio system. If a band sent a demo to me, and I fell in love with it it was because it was
always the music.
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I began to learn to listen in a new way: I started to trust my emotions again. I started to put
technology in perspective. That a reference system is a great luxury but not a necessity.
I can truly marvel at the ability for my reference system to create an immersive and emotional
connection to the music I love and, if one can afford it, the toys to get you there are plentiful
and amazing but I also have learned over the years that convenience trumps quality a lot of the
time and that the music remains enjoyable regardless of how you play it back.
Okay…The audio Genie out of the bottle and I am not listening to music on a transistor radio
but one can buy very inexpensive gear and still enjoy the music.
That is a testament to the quality of audio products available today (after adjusting for
inflation) that sound amazing.
Now, 50 years later, I have also finally gotten to the point (it took long enough) where I
actually listen to the music and not my system (s).
I live in Manhattan where, instead of owning multiple cars, I own multiple audio systems that
serve different purposes:
—A Sonos system when friends are over that costs about $1,500.00 which Is on 75% of the
time;
—A system hooked up to my computer so when I’m writing I have stereo music on my desktop.
It costs about $1,000.00, and I listen to about 15% of the time.
—A vinyl based reference system that runs about 100K that we listen to on Sunday evenings
with a glass of wine.
It’s like owning two Camry’s and a Mercedes: Camry’s are always dependable and easy. A
Mercedes (like a high end audio system) is a very different animal….Like I said, We listen to
my vinyl reference system on Sundays while having a nice bottle of wine.
It really does sound incredible, and It stands as a symbol.
It always reminds me of the time when I started Chasing the Dragon….
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Rossonian
By Duncan Taylor | Issue 30

There are a lot of ways to live this life.
Sometimes I let my mind wander and try to imagine what it’s like doing another person’s job.
And not just doing it, but having it be my life — living the job. I’d think about this while
working at newspapers both here in Boulder and down in Denver. Much of my duties at these
newspapers revolved around visual layout; in Denver I would design and update the Rocky
Mountain News‘ constantly-changing website by manipulating code. In Boulder, I designed
pages and section fronts using complex software. Mostly I was sitting at a desk, staring at a
screen. Sipping coffee. Checking visitor stats.
And then a report would break over the police scanner, matter-of-factly. “Officers respond to a
car versus pedestrian, emergen response, code black,” with the location following.
Stop. Everything. The words “code” and “black” next to one another can bring the bustle and
din of a newsroom to a screeching halt. Conversations cease, keyboards mute and everyone
looks at one another, trying to fill in the context through the static on the radio.
The only two people in the room who aren’t transfixed by those two words uttered in sequence
are the photographers. Instead, a part of them has switched on. They’re grabbing their lenses
and heading for the exit. To be a good news photographer, you have to be ready at all times,
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and it helps if you carry an urge to bust out of the boring newsroom for some action.
To be a great news photographer, as Boulder’s newspaper’s photo editor Paul Aiken says, “you
have to do this.” (He pantomimes holding a camera and taking a huge step forward.) What he’s
saying is you have to put fear aside and get close to the subject to capture what’s really
happening.
So when our photographers would silently slip back into the newsroom about an hour after we
had heard the “code black” on the radio, I would think about the difference between their job
and mine. As I’d be toning and cropping one of their photos of the crash scene, I’d put myself
behind the lens and think about how I’d deal with that imagery when I went home after work, if
it was me stepping close to the bodies instead of viewing them miles away in Photoshop.
I don’t mean to be a buzz-kill here, or take us too far away from music. I just want to set up this
point well. As my career has moved away from journalism and thoroughly into music from all
angles, I’ve seen this concept stick around. Live recording as an engineer could not be more
different than taking your time in a studio and being a studio engineer. Yet to some, they are
considered roughly the same thing.
The photographers and I were both journalists. But like the studio versus the stage, our day-today experiences were quite different.
Live sound reinforcement and recording presents many challenges, and those challenges sort
of define it, in my experience. To some extent though there is some similarity, and it can look
like a stripped down version of studio recording. Just how stripped down is up to the skill of the
live engineer, or more likely, limited by the technology at hand and by the time at hand.
A live engineer needs most of the sound of the group to be figured out before the band arrives.
Dealing with feedback, frequency balance, coverage and monitors within the limited time
window is enough headache — heavy EQ work to make the band’s equipment sound better
sometimes isn’t possible.
Live sound relies on a tight schedule. There’s a load-in and sound check for each band. On a
bill with multiple openers, the amount of sound tweaking and sweetening is narrowed to the
basics and main priorities.
All of this nightmare is gone in the studio, replaced only by the nightmare of cost. But if that’s
not an issue (which is hardly ever the case) the studio permits an entirely different approach to
the same thing. And in a way it is the same thing — bands come to a live engineer asking to
sound great, and they ask the same of a studio tape jockey.
When a band has the space and time to sit down and plan things, to strategize over the
soundstage and the spectrum and fret over frequencies, they’re often able to do more and go
bigger with their ideas. The studio can sometimes be the best way a complex compositional
style can shine.
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I came upon this realization early on in my experiences with the quick, one-shot live video
recording studio we built just off of Boulder’s newspaper’s newsroom. Given that I was trying
to bring studio sensibility and processing to a completely live situation (replete with a
punishing schedule), I would sometimes slam right up against the reality that we’d need much
more time to do what we were trying to do well.
One such band was a small Denver rock/pop/indie group called Rossonian, named after a
historic Denver hotel. These guys have been crafting the compositions of leader Seth Evans
into a surprisingly fun and original sound for the last 4 or 5 years.
Rock/pop/indie is a little constrained as a descriptor. I like the way the band refers to its own
music, as “hot pop, garage-soul, electro sensual rock & roll.” Their sound and style are fully
formed, and one of the reasons they stand out specifically to me is their use of interesting
chords and surprising changes and bridges. The range of the singer is impressive, both in pitch
and volume. And the lyrics get a check in the poetic and intellectual column for me, even if they
occasionally border on the adolescent and angsty side of things.
But even given their other strengths, I think dynamics is their biggest asset of all. Each song of
theirs has the potential to swing between lush hush and stomping rock, so the band can
present quite a challenge to record or reinforce in a live setting.
It’s not that it can’t be done. We did an OK job, and I’ve seen them live, twice. I’ve also seen
their other live videos, which usually have them stripped down for simplicity. Every one of
these videos or memories I have of them live is fine, but sadly thus far they’re all imperfect
facsimiles of the original. Once you’ve heard what they can do on a studio album, taking plenty
of time and having all the tools they need, your eyes are opened and you see it.
Hear it, actually. The studio affords engineers involved the chance to wrap their heads around
the compositions, one by one, sometimes using visual means. I found myself charting on paper
the songs that we were recording. At the time, I hadn’t heard their music, and owing to the
fewer-takes-are-better rule, I likely wouldn’t get many chances to fully grasp the songs.
The extra understanding and time makes a difference. The band is pushing its new EP, Late
Kids, which they just released on January 5th, featuring the title track of which our video was
the first recording (yikes!). To me it feels like the second half of a full album, with the first
being their debut EP, You Are Your Own Dentist. The composition style is so even
throughout, and I find the wanderings of their songs refreshing.
On my home sound system that I’ve recently gotten to be relatively dialed-in, I find myself
preferring the sonics of the first record, just slightly. It feels to me less limited and less
compressed, and a little more juicy because of it. You Are Your Own Dentist is one of the
albums from local artists that I’ve recently rediscovered as a surprisingly enjoyable recording,
especially on a resolving system.
Take a look below at my attempt to reign in this wild beast of a sound on short notice, and do
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yourself a favor and pick up a disc or a download to hear an interesting band in its true form.
Also below is the electronic press kit video for the group, for background. More info and
albums available at rossonianmusic.com.
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Kits!
By Bill Leebens | Issue 30

It’s often said that we don’t build anything in America anymore. That’s clearly bunk; we just
build different things than we used to.
The same could be said of Americans: DIY and projects in the home are bigger than ever…we
just don’t build the things shown in Popular Mechanics mags of the ’50’s, like miniature
train setups or hovercrafts powered by lawnmower engines.
Or hi-fi kits.
At one point, most major brands of American hi-fi gear produced kits. Looking back from a
distance, we mostly think of Dynakits (produced by Dynaco), and the two leaders, Heathkit and
Eico. But kits were also offered by HH Scott, Harman-Kardon, even McIntosh. The Vintage HiFi website has a lot of information on vintage kits, and several of these images are from that
site (many thanks to them). Almost everything was available in kit form, back in the ’50’s and
’60’s. Speaker drivers were often sold accompanied by enclosure plans., and enclosures built
by third-party companies like Barzilay were readily available. Even top-of-the-line speaker
systems like the Electrovoice Patrician and JBL Paragon were offered in simplified two-way
configurations that could be upgraded with the purchase of additional drivers and crossovers.
The Dynaco/Dynakit Stereo 70 amp and matching preamps PAS-2 and PAS-3 probably
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introduced more folks to component hi-fi and kit-building than just about any other gear. The
Dynaco name periodically reappears; the company may be in business again, right now—I’m
just not sure.

An unbuilt ST-70 kit. An unbuilt kit speaks to me of lost direction and abandoned aspirations….
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When we think of hi-fi kits, amplifiers usually come to mind—but turntables and even tone arms
were offered in kit form. This 1959 Audax tone arm kit would run about $130 today, adjusting
for inflation.
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Eico was a major force in the kit world…
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…as was Heath, whose Heathkits became synonymous with build-your-own
gear. Both companies are long gone.
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Ikea could learn a thing or two from this Harman-Kardon kit.
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McIntosh was equally well-organized with their MacKits.
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I’ve owned/sold a ton of McIntosh gear through the years, but have never seen a Mac Kit piece. That chromed
logo cracks me up. I can also think of alternate meanings for “STFT”.

Walt Jung—a designer known for his pioneering work in the characteristics of
capacitors—wrote about his early experiences with audio kits in a nostalgic piece in The
Audiophile Voice. Even Julian Hirsch wrote about amplifier kits in Hi-Fi Review, way back in
1962. Reproduced here, the article is an interesting comparison of kits from Eico, Dynaco,
Scott, and others.
As is true of most special interests, once you get looking, there’s a lot of information out there
about vintage hi-fi kits. There’s even a subculture that collects unbuilt kits, like toy collectors
who seek out toys that were never played with, and still reside in pristine boxes…like tiny
corpses in tiny coffins….
I get it— but there’s just something wrong with that….
So: ever build a kit? Or build gear from scratch? Tell us about it. Being the king of cold solder
joints, I’ve never done it.
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Anaïs Mitchell
By Anne E. Johnson | Issue 30

If you were to judge purely by her quiet, breathy voice and earnestly clipped diction, you might
think Anaïs Mitchell was just another mousy folk singer. You would be wrong. Mitchell is a
powerhouse and a visionary.
“I could tell you stories like the government tells lies.” The first line of the first song on
Mitchell’s first album (Hymns for the Exiled, 2004) announces to the world this poet’s
essence. She’s a storyteller with a distrust of traditional authority. One might argue those are
common ingredients defining “indie.”
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But Mitchell specializes in defying expectations. The Vermont native is neither a standard
guitar-slinging lefty nor an indie punk. The song “1984” on the first album demonstrates this.
The simple guitar and banjo accompaniment — used throughout the album – and the gentle,
lilting rhythm belie the song’s dark humor. Yes, the title refers to the Orwell book, but its
message is couched in a sweet, even joyous love song. And why not? There’s a love story at the
center of the novel. But, as is typical of Mitchell, with just a few words she twists the romantic
scene of the first few verses into an Orwellian nightmare: “Sure is gonna be lonely / after I turn
you in.”

In contrast to such a political opening salvo, on her second album (The Brightness, 2007)
Mitchell lets another aspect of her personality shine, namely her ability to put the mundanity of
human relationships into words. The song “Santa Fe Dream” is an exquisite ode to someone
who wakes up in the middle of the night and notices not only the moonbeam shining on his
lover, but also everyday things like “the clock on the table and the cable bill.” (Oddly, the title
of this song is switched on Spotify and iTunes with that of “Hobo’s Lullaby,” but is labeled
correctly on the CD.)
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Given what’s happened in Mitchell’s career over the past couple of years, however, the most
important song on The Brightness is “Hades and Persephone.” This turned out to be a small
taste of quite a significant work. Mitchell told me in 2016, when I had a chance to interview
her, that she had grown up loving ancient Greek mythology. Around the time she was writing
songs for The Brightness, she and Ben t. Matchstick [Yes, the middle initial is lower case.
Artists! —Ed.] were also co-creating a “folk opera,” as Mitchell calls it. Hadestown is a
Depression-era retelling of two myths: the heartbreaking love story of Orpheus traveling to the
Underworld to save his wife, Eurydice, and the tale of how Persephone was tricked into
marrying Hades, king of the Underworld.
And now that little show, done for friends and fans in rural Vermont, is a big show rumored to
be Broadway-bound. Hadestown enjoyed a sold-out run off-Broadway in 2016 in a production
at the New York Theater Workshop directed by Rachel Chavkin. Currently Mitchell is retooling
the musical with the hope of bringing it to the Great White Way. Not a lot of folk singersongwriters have ever been eligible for a Tony Award, but Mitchell has again plowed her own
path.

The first recording of the Hadestown score was released on Ani DiFranco’s Righteous Babe
label, and has indie rocker DiFranco singing the role of Persephone. Mitchell sings Eurydice
and fellow folksinger Greg Brown is Hades. When that 2010 album came out, the country was
not quite primed for its message of a despot blind to human needs and equality. (Again,
Mitchell intertwines love stories and politics.) But when I attended an off-Broadway
performance, the 2016 presidential election was in full swing. The song “Why We Build the
Wall” stopped the show and left us breathless. “How does the wall keep us free? The wall keeps
out the enemy.”
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Here is a video of “Why We Build the Wall” from an earlier concert version, featuring Mitchell.
The cast album from that NYTW production is also available, with several new songs added to
the score.

Before being swept up into the world of high-profile theater, Mitchell recorded another album
of new material. Young Man in America (2012) marks a change in production concept from
her earlier records. Besides the usual voice and guitar, the tracks feature added sounds such as
flutter-tongued flute, creaking wood and snare drum. Those layers sit rhythmically askew,
giving the songs a metrical freedom also evident in Mitchell’s loose vocal phrasing. A good
example is the song “Wilderland.”

Clearly a woman who never slows down, Mitchell has also made two albums of pre-existing
material in the past few years. Xoa (2014) contains simple, scaled-back recordings of 15 of her
own songs; the new vocals have a painful beauty. Child Ballads (2015) is a celebration of
Mitchell’s roots in traditional folk music, presenting story-songs as preserved in the famous
19th-century musicological collection, The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, by Francis
James Child.
It’s tempting to pigeonhole Mitchell as a contemporary folk singer, given her devotion to
acoustic recording and performance. But she has a greater panoply of influences, not to
mention goals. Like most artists carrying on the legacy of the civil rights movement, she wants
to make the world a better place for the average Jane and Joe. She also has the poetic
sophistication of an Emily Dickinson and the imagination of a C.S. Lewis. Average, she is not.
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Bebop Deluxe
By WL Woodward | Issue 30

Mankind astounds with creativity, stupidity, ingenuity, and levity. The same species that
invented the super-collider will drink beer with buddies in his garage and drop a frozen turkey
into a vat of boiling oil, setting said garage on fire. I know a guy who did this. But once in a
while as our globe hurtles through the frozen frown of space an event occurs that makes God
smile. One of these events was the birth and life of Dizzy Gillespie.
Born in 1917, as a teen he heard Roy Eldridge on the radio and decided to play jazz trumpet.
At 20 he replaced Roy Eldridge as lead trumpet in Teddy Hill’s orchestra. Kid knew what he
wanted. By 1939 Diz was playing on the big boy circuit with Cab Calloway, and showing the
first beginnings of bop soloing which Calloway did not understand or appreciate. There is a
famous story involving a spitball that may or may not have originated from the hand of the
Dizmeister. Because Cab was a taskmaster and did not think of Gillespie as a good musician he
heatedly blamed Dizzy. Gillespie denied it strongly enough for the spitball to become fisticuffs
and knives. Bands. Always dangerous places. Calloway fired him.
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In 1941 and ’42 Gillespie played with small combos, but made his money writing for bands like
Jimmy Dorsey and Ella Fitzgerald. Then in 1943, he joined the Earl Hines band where he
met Bird.
Charlie ‘Yardbird’ Parker was born in Kansas City in 1920. Kansas City was already a
happening music scene and Parker caught the muse early. He picked up the sax at 11 years,
and quit high school in 1935 and got his union card. At 17 he was traveling with Jay McShann’s
band, and in 1939 Bird landed in NYC working as a dishwasher in a club where Art Tatum
played. By 1942 he’d been practicing 10 hours a day, and he was hired by Earl Hines for his
band. Parker played with Gillespie in the Hines band for about a year then left to begin
working in small combos, including jam sessions at Minton’s Playhouse, which amongst a rich
collection of musicians was this weird player with a weird name, Thelonious Monk.
Monk was born in North Carolina in 1917, 11 days before Dizzy was born in South Carolina.
The family moved to Manhattan when he was young, and Monk started playing piano at 6. By
his teens he was touring with an evangelist playing organ. I can’t imaging telling my Mom at
14 I was leaving home to play organ for a traveling bible thumper with a tent. But Monk was
different as a kid, and he was certainly different throughout his life, both private and
professional.
In the early 40’s TMonk became the house pianist at a club on the first floor of the Cecil Hotel
at 210 West 118th Street in Harlem, otherwise known as Minton’s Playhouse. Henry Minton
was the first black delegate to the American Federation of Musicians Local 802, and had run
the Rhythm Club, so he had cred around town. When he opened the Playhouse in 1937 he was
well aware of the hard times musicians suffer, many times at the hands of the unions, and his
real desire was to create an atmosphere where young players could get together and explore
music together. Jam sessions were restricted by the unions, and union guys would haunt the
clubs trying to catch these guys and fine them, anywhere from 100 to 500 dollars, which in the
early 40’s was a small fortune, especially to a young black jazz musician. But because of
Minton’s union ties and his respect in the community, Minton’s Playhouse became a haven, and
really, the birthplace of bebop.
Through Minton and Teddy Hill who managed the club, musicians started coming to the late
night jam sessions there to explore music outside the current boundaries of swing. All these
guys had cut their chops with the big swing bands, and late at night they wanted to let loose.
And they did. A famous Parker story has him playing Cherokee in a session and realizing the 12
semitones of the chromatic scale could lead melodically to any key. What that meant simply
was each note in a chromatic scale being as important as any other, thus not being in a given
key, Parker discovered he could fly into a series of soloing that defied logic, with passing chord
changes, altered chords, and chord substitutions which were remarkably revolutionary.
And guys like Gillespie and Monk, along with Kenny Clark, Joe Guy, Roy Eldridge, Ben Webster
and Lester Young started flying with the Birdman. Mary Lou Williams, a writer, vocalist, and
mentor to Monk said the boppers goal was to create a music that no one could steal. And in
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fact, guys like Dizzy were infamous for telling a newcomer to the stage to do a tune in a key
never tried, counting a quick four, and flying that trumpet with a grin around his embouchure.
Dizzy’s playing was so complex he was rarely copied by his contemporaries, they went after
Miles and Navarro instead. Here’s a recording of Diz with his quintet, looks like about 1966,
with Kenny Barron on the keys and Christian Wesley White on the standup.

And Parker and Dizzy in 1951.

Oh My.
Thelonius Monk spent a lot of time leading his own bands and was a huge a contributor to the
new style and its weirdness with his unique style, which was so different it was impossible to
copy. His seemingly natural use of dissonance and percussive attack, switched key releases
and those hesitations that burst like a silent virus were not only unique and fascinating, but
few players could stay with him. Miles Davis famously would ask Monk to sit out during his
solos so he wouldn’t get confused. Miles. But John Coltrane had no problem.

Yeah man.
This music was populated by a lot more supremely talented people than I can list, I was just
going for influences. Bebop has been called in history the musicians music, mostly by folks who
couldn’t figure out how to dance to it and so it couldn’t be popular. But it ain’t pop, it’s bop.
And you don’t have to know how music works, or what the minor seventh of the mixolydian
mode is to hear that these guys, man these guys could truck.
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Chant: Sacred and Profane
By Anne E. Johnson | Issue 30

Scholars help us understand what chant is. That’s been true for a long time. As musical tastes
changed starting in the Renaissance, the old chant melodies were “corrected” by well-meaning
composers who thought they sounded odd. Fortunately, the monks of the French abbey of
Solesmes in the late 19th century undertook a massive research project to restore the medieval
versions of Gregorian chants as well as possible.
Since then, musicians interested in “authentic” early-music practice (or, as it’s called these
days, HIP – historically informed performance) have contemplated the rhythm, diction, pitch,
vocal arrangement, and sources of chant. The last aspect seems to be of particular interest
currently, especially when it comes to the Catholicism of Eastern Europe.
In Latvia, for example, Riga Cathedral has stood since the 1880s, but the tradition of singing
chant in that region is far older. The CD Domus Mea (LMIC/SKANI 046) by Schola Cantorum
Riga presents the music of two historical services. The first is the complete 13-section Missa in
dedicatione ecclesiae (Mass for the dedication of the church). The men’s unison singing is
powerful if sometimes their entrances aren’t exact. They sing under the direction of Guntars
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Prānis, who explains in the notes that some of these chants are the earliest known Latviancomposed music. The echo in the cathedral, however, is so intense that it causes muddiness
and unintended dissonance.
The men are joined at times by a Riga-based girls’ choir called TIARA. Not that girls would ever
have sung at a monks’ service, but they stand in for the boy choir that most monasteries would
have had. Also, for variety, one track is sung as organum, a simple arrangement of a chant
melody in which perfect fifths and fourths are sung against it, note by note in the same rhythm.
The album also contains five chants for the Assumption of the Virgin Mary. An interesting twist
is the use of hurdy-gurdy, a common instrument in the Middle Ages that featured a wheelshaped bow, turned with a hand crank, playing both a drone pitch and a melody.
Another scholarly experiment in Eastern European chant can be found from a Polish group
Flores Rosarum. Musica in Monasteriis Femineis in Polonia Minore, Vol. 1 (Dux 1242) explores
the music of Polish nuns. Perhaps most surprising is that a few chants are in Polish, although
most are in Latin. Two harpsichord improvisations identify the period they’re trying to emulate
as the 16th century. Before then, the majority of churches did not house keyboard instruments.
Flores Rosarum, led by Susi Ferfoglia, sing with soaring voices. On more complicated melody
lines their sound can be slightly pinched, but the intonation is solid, especially impressive given
the large range of some of these chants, which they unearthed in convent archives in the
southern Polish region of Małopolska.

But scholarship can be dangerous. An obsession with authenticity can make you forget that
chant is more than words and music. It is prayer. Emphasis on is.
Some recent efforts turn the focus back to chant’s worshipful purpose. The highest profile
example is Assumption: Monastic Choir of the Abbey of Notre Dame of Fontgombault (Valley
Entertainment; no listed catalog number). It’s clear from the dozens of blogs and church
newsletters that have published reviews that the CD was sent free to every member of the
clergy the marketing team could locate.
These reviewers write from the heart, all noting how prayerful the chant makes them feel. Fair
enough, but now we hit what may be a moral issue: If a recording of religious music makes you
feel more religious, does the musical quality matter? For this listener, the answer is yes. Not
even a direct line to the Almighty can make up for the breathy, unsupported tone of the monks
in this recording. Nor does it help that their phrasing and extreme use of dynamics are more
suited to Fauré than to a medieval tradition. Same goes for the ubiquitous organ.
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But fear not. If you seek living authenticity in the chant tradition, stop by Barrouxchant.com.
The Monks of the Abbaye Sainte-Madeleine du Barroux stream their holy offices, the seven
times per day they worship apart from Mass. The monks sing out with pleasing forthrightness
and accurate pitches. The tempos are faster than one finds in scholarly recordings, and the
busier passages of text sound like exactly what they are: a bunch of hermits who all happen to
be praying in the same room. That is, after all, the principle on which monasteries were
founded.
The bad news is, this is a very low-tech site and ridiculously buggy. During the first week of
April, they could not stream at all. Happily, they archive their services, so here’s the one from
March 31, 2017. Be patient. The monks aren’t there to entertain you, but to sing their
Creator’s praises.
It would be remiss not to take this opportunity to say adieu to one of chant’s strangest modern
legacies.
In 1994 the Benedictine Monks of Santo Domingo de Silos, Spain, surprised the world with a
smash-hit recording called Chant (Angel Records D 102957). Since then, the music industry
has tried to make a buck off the chant phenom.
German group Gregorian: Masters of Chant was the brainchild of Frank Peterson, who had
the astonishing idea of using the singing style of Gregorian chant to perform covers of pop
songs. The men dressed in hooded robes. On stage, they moved in stately processional
patterns. Deep voices sang in somber unison, their melodies broken into short phrases, as
monks would sing. So, you end up with pious-sounding renditions of Nine Inch Nails’ “Hurt,”
Eric Clapton’s “Tears in Heaven,” and David Bowie’s “Heroes,” to name a few.
Gregorian disbanded at the end of 2016 after 17 years. For the curious, there are a few
recordings, most recently Masters of Chant X: The Final Chapter (earMUSIC 0210742EMU). In
these familiar songs, the melody is washed over with synthesized sounds and beats.
Occasionally Amelia Brightman (younger sister of classical crossover star Sarah) joins in to
spice things up. How distracting that would be for real monks!

Every phrase of every song sounds the same, so the lyrics lose their meaning. They might as
well be singing in Latin.
[If their shimmery robes didn’t clue you in to the fact that something was askew with these
“monks”, the disorienting presence of a bright red Stratocaster surely will. There have been
days when I’ve asked myself, “What could possible be more irritating than the twee sanctimony
of U2?” The answer: U2 performed by bogus clerics. Oooghhh. —Ed.]
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The San Diego Music and Audio Guild
San Diego County, CA
By B. Jan Montana | Issue 30

The San Diego Music and Audio Guild is the largest and most active audio club in San Diego
County.
The 200+ member San Diego Music and Audio Guild is titled the way it is because our main
focus is on music rather than equipment. We strive to attend as many live performances as
possible, and believe that equipment can never provide much more than a photograph of the
musical event.
Nevertheless, some photographs are better than others. The improvement is often predicated
more on the skill and knowledge of the photographer than the cost of his equipment. The same
is true for audio.
Our objectives are:
1. To provide an opportunity for like-minded music and audio hobbyists to meet and socialize
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regularly in a casual, low-keyed atmosphere.
2. To offer education through manufacturer and designer presentations, auditions, and tours.
3. To encourage the interchange of ideas and experiences relating to recorded music,
components, and system set-up.
We meet every month. You can join our mailing list by sending an email to jan@sdmag.org
[Copper invites all audio societies to submit news of upcoming events or reports of recent
events. Submit through the email tab at the top of the page.—Ed.]
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Schiit Goes B & M;
RIAA Releases Music Sales Statistics
By Bill Leebens | Issue 30

Schiit Reimagines the Company Store (Seriously)
[Schiit is a love-it-or-hate-it force in the audio world. Mike Moffat and Jason Stoddard have
been around the audio world for a good long while (especially Mike, who’s older than dirt), and
in addition to their innovative approaches to digital design, sales, and manufacturing, have
become famous/infamous/notorious for their irreverence and somewhat-juvenile sense of
humor. God bless ’em, says I; the world has too many boring brands run by stuck-up
suits.—Ed.]
4/1/2017, Newhall, CA. Schiit announced the opening of the “Schiitr,” its first retail store,
today. The Schiitr allows customers to listen to the vast majority of Schiit’s product line in
separate, dedicated headphone and speaker rooms. It also provides a comfortable place to sit
back, relax, and enjoy some coffee or tea, which are complimentary.
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“We’ve been having customers ask us for factory pick-up or a dedicated demo room for some
time,” said Jason Stoddard, Schiit’s co-founder. “Our factory isn’t the ideal place for that, so we
decided to go one better, and create an environment where people might want to simply hang
out.”
The Schiitr provides two dedicated listening areas:
Speaker: features Schiit’s Ragnarok and Yggdrasil, as well as Saga, Freya, and
Vidar (prototype), with a small selection of speakers (currently KEF and Salk).
Desktop: features the full line of Schiit’s headphone-related products, from Fulla 2
to Mjolnir 2/Gungnir Multibit, together with a broad selection of headphones.
The Schiitr also provides complimentary organic coffee and tea, together with a small lounge
area where customers can also listen to the smaller Schiit products, such as Fulla 2.
“This isn’t a dealer, though,” said Jason. “We’re only selling Schiit products. We can’t
guarantee we’ll have every hot headphone and speaker on the planet. It’s best to bring your
own headphones, and try them on a wide variety of gear to see what you like.”
The Schiitr is also envisioned as a place where Schiit can hold seminars, have informal “tech
nights” to explore different system combos, and to host Schiit’s annual SchiitShow.
The Schiitr employs no salespeople; all staff are Schiit employees, and are specifically
instructed not to “sell” potential customers.
Located in Old Town Newhall, across the street from a Metrorail station, the Schiitr is in a
rapidly-developing area with good food, wine, beer, and theater only a short walk away.
The Schiitr is open now, and will be open from 10-6, Tuesday through Saturday.
About Schiit Audio: Founded in June 2010 by Jason Stoddard and Mike Moffat, Schiit has
grown into a leader in affordable high-end audio, with a wide range of products spanning
DACs, headphone amplifiers, and preamplifiers, from $49 to $2299.
####

News and Notes on 2016 RIAA Shipment and Revenue
Statistics
[The RIAA—Recording Industry Association of America— is best-known to audiophiles as
the group that devised the standard equalization curve for modern phono playback. Beyond
that, their focus has been protection of IP and artists’ rights, occasionally in ways that have
rubbed individual users the wrong way. Back in the ’80’s, the Home Recording Rights Coalition
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fought the RIAA for the rights of private individuals to make single copies of recorded media
for private use. These days, the RIAA is the storehouse of statistics on sales of recorded music.
The press-release on this subject was just a brief snippet; the full report, found here, is very
interesting reading.—Ed.]
Estimated retail revenues from recorded music in the United States grew 11.4% in 2016 to
$7.7 billion. The primary driver of that growth was a doubling of paid streaming music
subscriptions which helped the American music business experience its biggest gain since
1998. At wholesale values, the industry was up 9.3% to $5.3 billion. Although our 2016 revenue
report catalogues substantial overall improvement for the industry, revenues are still only
about half what they were in 1999, and revenues from more traditional unit-based sales
(physical products and digital downloads) continued to decline significantly.
####
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David Chesky
By John Seetoo | Issue 30

[David Chesky is a co-founder of audiophile label Chesky Records and download site HD
Tracks. He’s established an impressive list of credits as a classical composer, jazz pianist, and
producer, and is well-known as an advocate and developer of enhanced audio technology. John
Seetoo spoke with David about his career, motivations, and new projects for Copper—Ed.]
Copper: You’re a respected composer and pianist, and with your brother Norman, run Chesky
Records and HD Tracks. How did music come to be so important for you?
David Chesky: Well…I had an interest as a little kid. Here’s the deal: my mom made
everybody in the family take piano lessons. My oldest brother – my older brother is a doctor;
he plays for fun. My younger brother doesn’t play but runs the business. For some reason, I
took to music and I really enjoyed it. I just wanted to do this from a young age and I decided
that I wanted to be a musician.
C: Great. Did you always think you’d devote your life to music?
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DC: Absolutely. It was never ever a question. At a young age, I just wanted to do this.
C: You never wanted to be a doctor, like your brother?
DC: No. Well, my older brother is not a “doctor” doctor – he’s a physiologist; and he’s retired.
But hey, everybody I know became a doctor. But this is just what I wanted to do.
C: Well, the world’s a much richer place because of your musical contributions. Your works
cover a wide range of styles and forms—from jazz solo piano to jazz quintets and orchestral
ballets for children, and comic operas for adults and operettas for children. Is any particular
form more challenging, or more rewarding?
DC: No. Here’s the deal: I find writing classical music is more challenging because it’s this big
puzzle – there are a hundred pieces in an orchestra, and it’s a composer’s medium. Jazz is
more of a performer’s medium, because if ten orchestras play The Rite of Spring it’s pretty
much going to be The Rite of Spring. You play a little louder, faster slower….but if you give
ten jazz pianists a ballad to play like, “My Funny Valentine”, you’re going to have ten
completely different compositions. So the bottom line is, I enjoy playing jazz because it’s very
creative, and I enjoy writing classical music because it’s a challenge like a jigsaw puzzle.
C: So when you compose the piece, you can hear it come out exactly as you envisioned it in
your head, with all the elements…
DC: Uh-huh. Yeah.
C: …versus the spontaneity of creating on the spot when you’re interacting with other
musicians, right?
DC: Yeah. It’s a totally different thing. It’s fun. It’s all fun. You know what it’s like? It’s like
Baskin and Robbins. You don’t just want to have vanilla and chocolate all day long. So by
having all of these things all day, it just makes it more interesting. In so far, I’d get bored. As
an audiophile, you want to try a 300 B amp, next week you’ve got a tube amp, the other week,
you’ve got a solid state, you’ve got a Class A amp, doing some electrostatics, then you’ve got
Quads, let me try a pair of horns… Hey, if I had the bread, I would have 55 hi fi systems in my
house! It’s fun! It is! (laughs)
C: I concur. My wife gets on my case for the same thing about gear and guitars. (laughs) –Is
your emphasis on works for children based upon a desire to entertain your own children?
DC: Well, two things: my entertaining for children is that I want to – part of the thing is, the
children’s operas and ballets are to get them into culture. Everybody’s children. So, yeah, I
guess my children, too. And everything I do for children – look, I write crazy operas for adults
and they’re a little wacked out. But all my children’s stuff has strong morals. My Mice War is
a strong anti-war film. This other thing I have, The Snow Bears, is about the environment. I
want to teach children; I want to do positive things to get them into this. I also, by doing this,
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I’m exposing them to classical music, because there’s no way to hear this, because they don’t
teach this in the schools. So…I want to get them into that.
C: That’s great. A lot of today’s artists’ first exposure to classical music was from the Warner
Brothers cartoons, like Chuck Jones’ “What’s Opera, Doc?” and stuff like that.
DC: Yeah, but when I went to school, we had music classes, music appreciation – we don’t
have that anymore.
C: Yeah, that’s true. The curriculum has changed a lot…
DC: It’s just so….it’s just so different. So my thing is, ok, look: there’s a paradigm shift. Let
me just tell you this one thing and I’ll tie it into this. You know why I like high end audio?
You’re into this stuff – high end audio – right? I like it because it’s one of the few sectors in the
world remaining where people don’t want to be the richest; they want to be the best. It’s
almost like an arts and crafts society.
If you go to a CES show or any show and you walk down the aisle and go up to Ken Stevens of
Convergent Audio and say, “Hey man, what are you billing? What’s the biggest thing? How
many units?” and he’s going to go, “Huh??” But if you walk up to Ken and say, “You know,
these JL2 amps are the best amps I’ve ever heard in my life.” That’s going to make his day! It’s
a thing where people believe in the pursuit of excellence!
So when you go to these high end shows, these guys are like artists but with soldering irons
instead of a paintbrush. It’s not just making a piece of gear for a big company and say “we’re
going to sell 1.8 million units”. It’s a guy saying, “I’m going to make this piece of poetry. I’m
going to express myself.” And that’s a great thing. We’ve kind of lost it.
C: Actually, what you’re saying is what I’ve heard from – you may know him – Dave Boonshoft
from Aguilar Amps?
DC: I’ve heard the name, yeah.
C: He’s the head of Aguilar, who make the bass amps. I mean, he likes getting great sales,
but to him, his idea is that, “I want to make a top line amp for every working bass player that
ever got stuck with a bad backline or an amp that cut out in the middle of a gig, or couldn’t get
the sound that they needed”.
DC: Yeah. I mean, yeah, that’s kind of the way it is. Anyway, that – that’s why I like high end
audio. And the same thing is, for the music, I want to get the kids into a quality thing, good
classical music, that kind of thing. So that’s kind of why I wrote all these things. I guess
Prokofiev wrote Peter and the Wolf for the same reason. We don’t teach this stuff anymore.
They don’t get exposure to it. And you know something? It’s parallel. When good music dies
and all that you have is mp3 rap records, you’re not going to need high end audio. You’re not
going to need a nice system to reproduce that. So this whole thing is going to go away unless
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we get young people into it – music and high end audio.
C: With HD Tracks, you were one of the pioneering companies in hi-res downloads. Is that
field still growing, or are streaming music sources curtailing the growth of downloads?
DC: We’re still very healthy and solid. But at the end of the day, we have to see where it’s
going to pan out. Now we’re looking into everything, too. We’re looking into the streaming
models – if they’re economically viable. We’ve kind of stayed away, because everyone in the
streaming market, including musicians, are losing a fortune. So this is a problem.
C: When they start talking about ten-thousandth of a cent…
DC: (laughs) Yeah…we’re looking and figuring out if there’s a good way to make money for
everybody and do it in a way that would be good for everyone.
C: Yeah. That makes perfect sense. There’s certainly been a revival of interest in vinyl
records. Will Chesky Records get into that business in the future?
DC: Yeah, we’re putting out a lot of vinyl these days! We’re putting out the new Macy Gray,
you know – we’re getting back into vinyl.
C: Is that a more expensive process now, since the number of vinyl pressing houses have shut
down over the past decades?
DC: Yeah, it’s more expensive, but you know, it is what it is. If people want vinyl – it’s a
collector’s type of mentality and medium, and you’ve just got to pay what it is. There’s just no
getting around it. I mean, whatever it is, we just put on our profit and pay what it is. Yeah, it’s
a lot more than it would have been if it was the Sixties, but that’s not our call.
C: I was actually trained in audio engineering by the late Dennis Ferrante (Grammy Award
winner and engineer on numerous landmark records by John Lennon, Lou Reed, Don McLean,
Wynton Marsalis, and many others) and he explained to me about the importance of
compression when mastering to vinyl to keep the needle from jumping too much on the cutting
lathe because of the dynamics. Do you have to compromise at all, or do alternate masters when
you use vinyl?
DC: The cutting engineer – they do all that, they adjust the levels. They look at what it is, the
cutting lathe, ahead of time, and they take care of all of that. They’re all computerized, the
cutting heads. They have a preview head , and the preview head knows what’s coming around
the corner and adjusts for it. And if you have a talented engineer, like the guys at Sterling and
all these places, they can really tweak it out. Let me ask you a question: you worked with
Dennis? When did he pass? How old was he?
C: Couple of years ago. We worked – we actually very good personal friends also. He was in
his 60’s. He’d had cardiac problems for over 10 years. He had one of those small portable
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oxygen devices and he was still gigging until the end!
DC: I knew Dennis well when we used to work at RCA (Studios) together. Dennis was a young
guy when we worked there. He was fun. Spent a lot of time working with him til 2 in the
morning; a lot of late night dinners.. My brother was real tight with him. Did you know Juan?
[A long-time tech and fixture of the RCA studios—Ed.]
C: [Dennis was] one of my closest friends in the industry. He taught me pretty much
everything I know about audio and what I know about engineering. I met Juan, but only once. I
met Ernst Jorgensen when Dennis was doing the Elvis Presley CD box set remixes for RCA. He
let me sit in on some of those sessions. He was using the Cedar system to take care of the hiss.
DC: Right. For the noise.
C: — Anyway, back to Chesky – Compact discs – are CDs still significant for your label?
DC: Yeah, we still sell ‘em, but you know what? We’re coming out with a new thing. We’re
coming out with MQA compact discs. That’s what we’re working on today. That’s why I was
an hour late in calling you; we’re trying to figure this stuff out. Anyway, this can be very cool
because it’ll be basically a CD red book on a normal CD player, but if you plug your CD player
into a DAC that has MQ 8, it’ll come out as 176(kHz), 17-bit. So, it’ll sell for the same price as
a CD, I think. It’s not up to a regular 192 (kHz), 24 bit, but it’s pretty cool to have that on a
CD.
C: Wow. Yeah, that kind of resolution on a CD ought to sound humongous.
DC: Yeah, so we’re just kind of working on this thing in the next few days. We’re just trying to
figure it out. But that’s why I want to come out with CDs and maybe give it a boost for a lot of
people who don’t want that, not for the CD players like the MSB and all that – a lot of people
like these memory players, you know? And that could be a cool thing for that market.
C: Back in 1978, I attended a Lou Reed concert at The Bottom Line that was recorded for his
Take No Prisoners live album and I saw a number of dummy heads mounted throughout the
club – my first exposure to binaural recording. You and Chesky Records have been a leader and
advocate of the platform and in the releasing of binaural recordings. Are those recordings
designed solely for headphone listening? Meaning, will they sound “weird” on a two-channel
home stereo, the way you utilize it?
DC: No, no. Look, here’s the story: we have been doing work with Princeton University, the
physics lab, with Edgar Choueiri for, I don’t know, five, six or seven years or something. Now
here’s the thing. We’re making a thing called Binaural Plus. We added diffuse-field
equalization on there so that our records will play back perfectly on headphones or speakers.
So, they’re hybrid, almost. Now, in the future, we have this thing we’ll start to sell called the
BACCH or crosstalk cancellation, you’ll be enveloped. You’ll have 3D audio from this.
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You see, here’s the way it works, John. All stereo is flawed. You sit in front of two speakers on
a 60 degree triangle. But the problem is, you have something called interaural crosstalk
corruption. The brain cannot decipher what’s going on there. It’s like me taking you to see a
3D movie and taking off the glasses, ok? What happens is how head to head transfer function
works is, if you go to a symphony concert and the guy on the left whacks the bass drum, ok? It
hits your left ear and then it bounces around your nose, and then it hits your right ear, right?
Two things happen: obviously, it has to go a little farther to hit your right ear, so there’s a little
more time and the level gets a little lower when it hits your right ear cause it travels (over)
more time. So those two things, level and time, tell the brain exactly where the spatial cues
are. And that’s how we image.
But now, in hi-fi, the problem is this: the left ear hears the right speaker and the left speaker at
the same time, and the right ear hears the left and right speaker at the same time, so it’s called
crosstalk corruption, and the brain can’t figure out where the images are. This is why you
cannot have anything imaged outside the speaker. But when we cancel the crosstalk in
between the speakers with DSPs, you’re going to now be in an almost 360 degree soundfield.
I mean, we have that in our lab in New York; we have that in Princeton. These are very cool
things
C: This would be able to be experienced with a regular two speaker setup? You wouldn’t need
a quad or Dolby Surround setup?
DC: Any speakers you have. We’re going to be demoing it at the Munich Hi Fi show. We’ve
been demoing it and people have been writing about it. But all of our recording are encoded
like that, so in the future when you play it back, crosstalk corruption cancels – they’re going to
blow you away; there’s nothing like it. And we can make a filter for your own ear. Everybody’s
ear is like your fingerprint, they’re all different. So no two people here are alike. So in the
future, you’ll take a picture of your ear, it’ll feed into the computer, and you’ll be where the
microphone is. It’ll fix all that stuff.
C: Ok. We spoke earlier about audiophiles, and you yourself being known as a bit of an
audiophile, and briefly involved in manufacturing speakers. Do you see opportunities for
growth in home audio? Do you think headphone/personal listening is the “gateway drug” for
home audio?
DC: Well look, between me and you, I kind of dig sitting on my couch and listening to my
Quads, I mean, I’m kind of into that. But the younger generation is not into that. The younger
generation is into taking their music with them. So I’ve seen this explosion in the headphone
market. I mean, I have tons of headphones too, and I dig them and they’re cool, but – if it’s
between one or the other, I prefer sitting at home. But when I’m on the road, sure I take some
really nice headphones with me. I can just sit in my hotel room and I can tell you, it sounds
awesome. But I guess it’s what you grow up with. I mean, we grew up with big speakers.
When I was a kid, I used to build big speakers. (laughs).
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C: I hear you. I still have my Ohms. They weigh a ton but they still sound awesome. Where
do you see as the growth areas for your business, and the music biz in general?
DC: Well, we’re working on some projects that – we’ll see if it pans out, but I guess just
putting out more products on HD Tracks and more products on the record label, and just
hoping it comes around. It’s hard to compete with “free”, you know? It’s hard – a lot of these
streaming services are free.
C: A lot of it is an inversion of the old model when tours would promote record sales. Now
records are free promotions for concert ticket sales.
DC: Yes, exactly. So – wait a minute, I just found out something. So, the MQA CD will be full
24 bit.
C: Nice. You have composed for films, such as Woody Allen’s Blue Jasmine, and the
Highlander TV show. Can you describe your process and approach for film scoring, and how is
it similar to or different from your latest project, Mice War ?
DC: Here’s the thing: on movie scores, we do two things. A movie score—when I was young, I
would actually score the movie. And it’s like, “music by the pound”, you know? Ten minutes of
love, ten minutes of drama…and then what we also do is we also write – I have lots of extra
cues that people just kind of buy, or records, where if it’s in a movie, the guy will say, “I really
want this piece of your music, David, I like your songs, seven minutes to ten minutes of it in my
movie. I want to use it.” – and we’ll just license it. Some film people like to do it like that.
They just hear a piece of music, they use it when they cut the film, they get attached to it, and
they just want to use it. So that works like that.
Now since for Mice War, as it’s an animated movie and my next one’s animated, what I do is –
I score the entire film out before we do a thing; and then we put it together like a radio show
like in the Forties, you know? And then when it’s all done, I do the music, I do the singers, and
I do the dialog, then we give it to the animator and the animator will animate to it.
C: So it’s really like doing an opera, almost. You’re in control of the action to what already
been pre-composed, written and recorded.
DC: Well, yeah, but when I write the dialog, I write the music at the same time. So if I say I’m
going to get you, and I’m running in all this, and I’m writing that dialog, I’m writing it on a
piece of score paper, then underneath I start writing the music to fit exactly. That’s the way I
do it. I conceive it as one thing. Yeah, like an opera.
C: Wow, ok. Well, David, that’s all I have. Do you want to add anything further?
DC: Maybe I’ll see you at a show sometime, John. Try to get over to the Munich show this
year!
[My thanks to both David Chesky and John Seetoo for a fascinating interview.—Ed.]
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Professor Schenbeck Goes to a Show
By Lawrence Schenbeck | Issue 30

Last month I was in Montréal for a professional meeting when Bill Leebens texted me: “Larry.
Listen: there’s a hell of a good audio universe next door!” He was right, of course. I hadn’t
been to an audio show since Axpona’s dismal Atlanta debut and demise. But here was Le Salon
Audio Montréal, celebrating its 30th anniversary as le seul show de Haute-Fidélité GRATUIT en
Amérique. Veteran organizers Sarah Tremblay and Michel Plante put together a show that was
free to attendees. How about that?
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I got a kick out of an all-Audio Note room playing cellist Vincent Bélanger’s Audio Note LP Pure Cello. Bélanger
also offered live performances throughout the weekend; he’s been a welcome fixture at SAM and other audio
shows for several years.
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Speaker designer Jeff Joseph shows up at these things even more often than Vincent. He took charge of a pair
of bewitching Joseph Audio Pearl 3‘s sourced by vpi Titan w/ Lyra Etna cartridge, Technics RS1500 reel-to-reel,
and the inevitable MacBook (electronics: Simaudio/Moon; cabling: Transparent Ultra; racks: Modulum Audio).
We heard Joe Morello’s rebooted Take Five, then tracks from Midori’s 1991 Carnegie Hall recital. Pièce de
résistance: Acoustic Sounds’ Ansermet Royal Ballet Gala Performances. Wow. Just wow.

Always good to see future audiophiles at a show!
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Don Rhule of Kimbercan with products from Kimber, NEAT Acoustics, and PS Audio (new Stellar Gain Cell DAC
and S300 power amp) on Custom Design Milan racks. Yes, he had us convinced the sound was coming from
the Momentum SX5i pair, not the dainty Iota Alphas alongside them.

Iain Richardson, with a typically-stylish display of Devialet products, in this case Phantom wireless speakers.
He saw me peeking at the Phantoms’ unusual configuration, asked me if I liked organ music, and proceeded to
show them off with an astonishing 17-Hz pedal tone that effortlessly filled our 40-ft.-square corner of Salle
Ville-Marie.
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There was vinyl aplenty—not just binaural, but bilingual too!

And plenty of interest in headphones and personal audio, with helpers on hand to guide the curious.
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Mark Jones showed gear from Kronos, CH, and Focal. Using vintage LPs from The Police et al. to highlight this
system’s unflappable imaging and plentiful but well-controlled bass, he convinced me there’s nothing ordinary
about “ordinary vinyl.”
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Celebrated homeboy Vince Bruzzese holds court at Totem Acoustic.
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Wynn Wong showed gear from Karan, Goldmund, Thales, and the amazing Tidal Sunray G2 speakers from
Germany. (That’s tee-DOLL, BTW.) I also heard remarkably good systems from Monitor/Roksan (PL300ii, Blak)
and Revel/Arcam.
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Perusing le Drink Menu at the venerable Maison Kam Fung. After a well-spent day at the show, on to the
Centaur Theatre. Some of my friends arrived early enough in the week to catch Kent Nagano conducting
Messiaen’s Turangalîla-Symphonie with the OSM.

A great show in a lovely city. Despite the cold, we were sorry to leave.

Random notes: Le Salon Audio Montréal has been going on a long time; many attendees have
formed lasting friendships. It’s almost like being at an extremely large family
reunion—provided, of course, that everyone in your family speaks French. The convivial
atmosphere was also due in part to a certain intimacy. This was not a giant event on the order
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of RMAF or Munich. Canadian gear, also French and British brands well-distributed in Canada,
got the emphasis, resulting in a manageable, newbie-friendly event. You weren’t likely to feel
exhausted afterwards.
But if you did grow tired of audio (“When a man is tired of audio, he is tired of life.”—Samuel
Johnson), you could plop down and gaze out a window—lots of windows at the Hotel
Bonaventure—on falling snow, ducks by the pond, guests frolicking in the heated outdoor pool.
And did I mention great restaurants, concerts, theatre?
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Schenna
By Richard Murison | Issue 30

I took the attached photograph in the town in Sudtirolean Italy where my mother was born.
Because of the bright sunlight bleaching out the display on the back of my Olympus, I didn’t
realize that I has screwed up the exposure setting until I got home, and it turned out to be
massively overexposed. I used Photoshop to see what I could recover, and … long story short
… I really liked the effect I got. So with some more doctoring I ended up with what I think is
one of my favorite art photographs. A large Fine Art print copy hangs in my family room.
Olympus E510 digital camera with a four-thirds sensor. The lens is a Zuiko 14-54mm f/2.8-f/3.5
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